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KORI’s Mentoring Programme
Through lockdown, our mentoring programme flourished adapting
to the use of the now famous Zoom software! As an organisation,
we have had to knuckle down and review all of our processes and
policies to ensure appropriate online safeguarding measures. We
run both pastoral & industry mentoring for 14-30-year-olds. The
industry mentoring is delivered by a professional from the industry
that a young person is interested in, often including some actual
work experience and bi-weekly focused support and any necessary
interventions. The current industries accessed through our industry
mentoring are; architecture, music production, graphic & interior
design, creative writing, accountancy, photography, creative writing
and law & business marketing.
Our pastoral mentoring is often a mix of supporting the development of resilience and academic
guidance as well as working with other areas of need the young person presents, for example: their
approach to diet and well-being or looking at their needs around advancing their career. Mentoring
supports young people in focusing in on their goals: “I feel like I know what I am trying to do now and what
needs to be done for me to get there” 16-year-old mentee.
Mentoring is a reciprocal relationship, in KORI our nine-year experience of delivery drives a a structure
that provides on-going training and group learning; a great way for our team of mentors to grow
professionally and personally: “I like mentoring you because it’s making me get on top of the stuff I need to
do as well – its hand in hand” 23-year-old mentee. KORI currently has a community of 14 mentors working
with 17 mentees.

Working with MEaP
MEaP is a community business based in Manchester that opened its
doors in 2016. The organisation has been busy delivering a range
of educational services focussed on raising the bar in the life long
learning sector; both for adults and young people across Manchester.
A great deal of their work is for the socially vulnerable including:
young people being raised in care (LAC), those with English as a
second language (EAL) or those needing support for specific learning
needs.
KORI were asked to provide tutoring and mentoring support for one
of their young refugees through the Covid 19 period. The young girl
had been with MEaP for eight months receiving educational support
in Maths and English. Working on-line we tutored her to through
creative writing development and PHSE subject areas. The focus
being to develop her sense of self, explore career prospects and build
her English language confidence before she joined college. The work
provided KORI with a unique opportunity to work with a national
partner and develop our on-line reach.
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The Crafted Conversations Project
All through the summer KORI delivered on-line workshops to up to thirty young BAME women through
two Crafted Conversation projects created for Collage Arts and funded by Arts Council England. It was
a wonderful opportunity to develop our work with new young people, fully utilising our experience in
creative facilitation. We also delivered three workshops; deepening financial, employment and well being
knowledge in the group. The projects enabled some wonderfully sincere conversations, opened access
for four women to gain counselling and concluded in a shared meal at the Storey Garden in Kings Cross,
curtesy of our partners, Global Generation.
Other outputs from these two projects were three commissioned paintings by young artists, an audio
visual and an e- book. There is a rumour that we will have the opportunity to do more work with these
women in the near future.

Inspire Workshops
After providing successful poetry workshops for the young girls of
Youth Enterprise Solutions, who are Brent based youth organisation,
we were asked by them to create another project to continue their
young people’s engagement. This led us creating a series of six
interviews with ordinary young people doing extraordinary things.
The sessions were designed to provide the young people with
inspiration and a template for their own career development, helping
them to achieve goals and overcoming personal barriers. Two
examples of guests are young artist ‘Laurie Fitzgerald’ who shared
her struggle with mental health and her resurgence through the arts
and young Pilot ‘Anthony Browne’ explaining his ever pragmatic and
optimistic approach to life that has enabled him to travel to over
twenty countries and become a qualified pilot in a field where young
black men are few and far between. The young people responded
positively to the sessions using the platform to ask interviewees
questions and also sharing their own goals for the future.
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International Internships
We would like to thank the Intern Group
https://www.theinterngroup.com/ for providing us with a
magnificent range of talented and industrious interns this year.
Their work has been completely valued and so far we have worked
with Rick Cross based in London, Ujwala Chowdary based in Ireland
and Renee St-Jean who lives in Canada! It has been a wonderful way
for them to gain international work experience with an established
UK charity and for KORI in turn to grow through the input and the
skills of new young people.

‘Holding onto our vision and building organisational resilience’
Contact Us
info@kori.org.uk
kori.org.uk
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